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Abstract
Herbal traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is used 
to treat several ailments, but its efficiency is poorly 
documented and hence debated, as opposed to 
modern medicine commonly providing effective 
therapies. The aim of this review article is to present 
a practical reference guide on the role of herbal TCM 
in managing gastrointestinal disorders, supported 
by systematic reviews and evidence based trials. A 
literature search using herbal TCM combined with 
terms for gastrointestinal disorders in PubMed and the 
Cochrane database identified publications of herbal 
TCM trials. Results were analyzed for study type, 
inclusion criteria, and outcome parameters. Quality of 
placebo controlled, randomized, double-blind clinical 
trials was poor, mostly neglecting stringent evidence 
based diagnostic and therapeutic criteria. Accordingly, 
appropriate Cochrane reviews and meta-analyses 
were limited and failed to support valid, clinically 
relevant evidence based efficiency of herbal TCM in 
gastrointestinal diseases, including gastroesophageal 
reflux disease, gastric or duodenal ulcer, dyspepsia, irritable 
bowel syndrome, ulcerative colitis, and Crohn’s disease. 
In conclusion, the use of herbal TCM to treat various 
diseases has an interesting philosophical background 
with a long history, but it received increasing skep-
ticism due to the lack of evidence based efficiency 
as shown by high quality trials; this has now been 
summarized for gastrointestinal disorders, with TCM 
not recommended for most gastrointestinal diseases. 
Future studies should focus on placebo controlled, 
randomized, double-blind clinical trials, herbal product 
quality and standard criteria for diagnosis, treatment, 
outcome, and assessment of adverse herb reactions. 
This approach will provide figures of risk/benefit profiles 
that hopefully are positive for at least some treatment 
modalities of herbal TCM. Proponents of modern herbal 
TCM best face these promising challenges of pragmatic 
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Core tip: This review focuses on evidence based 
trials of herbal traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) 
in managing gastrointestinal disorders and presents 
a practical reference guide on its role for treating 
these diseases. Overall quality of placebo controlled, 
randomized, controlled, double-blind clinical trials 
was poor; mostly neglecting stringent evidence based 
diagnostic and therapeutic criteria. Accordingly, 
appropriate Cochrane reviews and meta-analyses were 
limited and failed to support valid, clinically relevant 
evidence based efficiency of herbal TCM in most 
gastrointestinal diseases, including gastroesophageal 
reflux disease, gastric or duodenal ulcer, dyspepsia, 
irritable bowel syndrome, ulcerative colitis, and 
Crohn’s disease. Despite its interesting philosophical 
background with a long history, the general use of 
herbal TCM to treat various gastrointestinal diseases 
cannot be recommended due to lacking evidence 
based efficiency and a negative risk/benefit profile. 
Thus, substantial skepticism remains, proposing 
future studies with focus on well performed placebo 
controlled, randomized, double-blind clinical trials. 
Herbal product quality and standard criteria for 
diagnosis, treatment, and outcome should also be 
considered.
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INTRODUCTION
Plants have been used for medicinal purposes long 
before recorded history in many parts of the world[1-7]. 
In China, traditional Chinese herbal medicine (TCM) 
emerged[2,7] and influenced the traditional herbal 
medicine in Japan[2], called Kampo medicine[8], and in 
various other Asian countries such as South Korea[9]. 
The overall increasing popularity of herbal TCM led to 
substantial interest in laboratory and clinical studies on 
herbal TCM to evaluate its efficiency in various ailments 
and to elucidate mechanisms of its actions[2-4,7,9-13]. 
However, ancient herbal TCM is increasingly seen critically 
due to concerns of efficiency[13], safety[14], and herbal 
product quality[15-17]. Herbal TCM has high economic 

contribution to our society with special financial benefits 
for herbal TCM producers, providers, and healers. 
Considering this economic impact, the resulting costs 
as burden for consumers and society have to be 
justified.

In this article, we highlight the history and principles 
of the ancient TCM philosophy proposed as therapeutic 
cornerstones of herbal TCM, which is preferred by some 
interested patients as opposed to modern medical 
treatment. We focus on gastrointestinal disorders and 
the evidence for ancient herbal TCM therapy options.

LITeRaTURe seaRCh
Clinical studies for the efficiency of TCM and herbal TCM 
were identified by searching PubMed and Cochrane 
clinical studies using “traditional Chinese medicine”, 
“herbal traditional Chinese medicine” and additional 
keywords denoting gastrointestinal symptoms or 
diseases of organs such as the gall bladder, liver, 
pancreas, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, and 
colon. Results were individually checked whether they 
described clinical studies with herbal TCM treatment. 
In order to identify all relevant publications, PubMed 
was additionally searched for all publications with TCM 
preparations as described in the clinical studies; again, 
search results were individually checked for relevant 
clinical studies. The last three volumes of the Journal of 
Traditional Chinese Medicine were manually searched 
for publications of herbal TCM preparations used in 
gastrointestinal diseases. Neither strategy revealed 
additional clinical trials.

All results were analyzed whether they reported 
clinical studies using accepted diagnostic criteria for 
both the presence of the disease and the treatment 
effects with herbal TCM preparations. We excluded 
all studies without at least one accepted diagnostic 
standard (e.g., diagnostic criteria exclusively based 
on TCM symptom categorization); we also excluded 
studies investigating basic pathological mechanisms 
in healthy volunteers, clinical trials using chemically 
defined compounds, and clinical trials using nonherbal 
treatments such as acupuncture or moxibustion. All 
studies with the full text publication in Chinese only 
were evaluated by the English language abstract.

Criteria of study quality
The following criteria were used: characterization of 
herbal preparation and comparative treatment, diagnostic 
criteria for presence of disease, randomization of 
participants, blinding of patients and physicians, criteria 
for therapeutic improvement, and statistical evaluation of 
data. The levels for individual trials were taken from the 
criteria defined by the Oxford Center for Evidence Based 
Medicine (EBM)[18,19], with level Ⅰ: randomized clinical 
trial; level Ⅱ: non-randomized experimental study; 
level Ⅲ: non-randomized non-experimental high quality 
study; and level Ⅳ: observation or opinion.
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Table 1  Consolidated standards of reporting trial criteria and level of adherence in herbal traditional Chinese medicine treatment 
clinical trials

eBM
Principles
EBM has been developed to apply the best available 
information to individual clinical problems[20]. Thus, 
publications including clinical trials first have to be 
evaluated to recognize bias in clinical studies deriving 
from inappropriate patient selection, randomization, 
treatment parameter identification, data evaluation 
or data presentation[21]; only unbiased trials may be 
used for EBM. The aim of EBM thus is to select the 
best patient care based on trusted data; the best 
data are results from randomized controlled trials or 
clinical controlled trials[21,22]. These trials compare the 
effects of competing therapy options; ideally, neither 
patient nor physician is aware of the treatment nature 
(blinding)[23,24]. Quite often, no placebo controlled, 
randomized, double blinded clinical trial has been 
performed for specific problems. In these cases, 
clinical decisions must be aided by evidence of a lower 
level, i.e., by results from non-randomized clinical 
trials or clinical cohort studies; the evaluation of these 
studies has to consider the resulting limitations for 
open clinical studies. There is consensus that placebo 
controlled, randomized, double-blind clinical trials are 
the gold standard to obtain valid results of treatment 
efficiency.

Cochrane collaboration, consolidated standards of 
reporting trials criteria
Based on the proposition of Archibald Lemon Cochrane[25], 
EBM groups worldwide founded the Cochrane colla
boration in 1993 to provide systematic reviews for medical 
problems in diagnosis and therapy. Randomization and 
blinding are a prerequisite for including studies into a 
Cochrane review, which also have covered clinical trials 
on TCM[26-29]. A more recent study on TCM treatment[29] 
uncovered that a large number of “randomized” TCM 
studies in effect were not randomized since “the authors 
had misunderstood the randomization procedure”[29]. Both 
EBM and the Cochrane collaboration efforts resulted 

in guidelines for planning and reporting randomized 
clinical trials[24,30]. The medical community has 
adopted the quality criteria as consolidated standards 
of reporting trials (CONSORT) criteria. These criteria 
were adapted and used in this review also to assess 
the clinical trials or cohort studies included in our 
evaluation (Table 1).

TCM
General considerations
TCM comprises various different practices[10,31], including 
herbal medicine[10,14,31-37], acupuncture[11,31-33], 

moxibustion as a variant of acupuncture with local heat 
therapy[31,33], massage[31,33] as Tui Na, the therapeutic 
massage[10,13], dietary therapy[10,31], physical exercise 
such as shadow boxing[31], and Qigong[33]. According to 
clinical trials performed in mainland China, the focus 
of TCM is on herbal remedies (90.3%), followed by 
acupuncture (4.4%), massage (3.8%), moxibustion 
(1.2%), Qigong (0.1%), and other therapies (0.2%)[33].

TCM has been used by Chinese communities 
from ancient times[2] and dates back more than 2500 
years[10]. A cornerstone of TCM was the introduction 
of acupuncture in Western countries in the 1600s[31]. 

Another major contribution of TCM to general health 
issues was variolation developed in the 16th century in 
China as a method to immunize against smallpox[31]. 
TCM became an integral part of Chinese health care; in 
2006, the TCM sector provided health care for over 200 
million outpatients and 7 million inpatients, accounting 
for 10%-20% of the health care in China[31]. In the 
United States, according to the 2007 National Health 
Interview Survey that included a comprehensive survey 
on the use of complementary health approaches, an 
estimated 3.1 million United States adults had used 
acupuncture in the previous year[10].

Most of the principles of TCM were derived from 
the philosophical ideas developed from Taoism and 
Confucianism[10,31]. Ancient beliefs on which TCM is 
based include: the human body is a miniature version 
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Item Criterion Adherence

Group allocation Randomization Often claimed; specifics are rarely reported
Hypothesis Prospective formulation Rarely reported
Parameter Primary, secondary outcome Rarely reported; often inclusion of parameters irrelevant to the initial question
Patients, Treatment time Selection, rationale for duration Mostly given
Intervention, control Herbal composition, placebo Often lacking, even for drugs under consideration
Blinding Physician, patient blinding Often lacking
Data evaluation Statistical methods Often lacking. In a lot of publications the reanalysis is impossible or gives different results

Data selection Often only report of criteria which are statistically significant. Rarely report of data being 
comparable

Data presentation Often no data for range, standard deviation, confidence interval or relative risk presented
Often no distinction between “in group“ effects and “between group“ effects

Interpretation Conclusions Often overoptimistic. Lack of consideration for results not fitting the initial assumption

Data compilation and modification from a previous report[30]. CONSORT: Consolidated standards of reporting trials; TCM: Traditional Chinese medicine.
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of a larger, surrounding universe; harmony between 
two opposing forces, called yin and yang, supports 
health, and disease results from an imbalance between 
these forces; five elements  fire, earth, wood, metal, 
and water - symbolically represent all phenomena, 
including the stages of human life, and explain the 
functioning of the body and how it changes during 
disease; Qi, a vital energy that flows through the body, 
performs multiple functions in maintaining health[10]. 

The TCM philosophy created curiosity and skepticism 
in Western countries, since transparency is lacking. 
A pragmatic approach to successfully transfer TCM 
philosophy into valid treatment modalities of modern 
medicine should postulate clear evidence criteria for 
therapeutic efficiency, prove the absence of major 
adverse reactions and provide a positive benefit: risk 
profile.

In a 2007 review, the quality of reported randomized 
controlled trials (RCTs) of TCM efficiency was considered 
poor, based on an analysis of trial results published from 
1999 to 2004[33]. This study identified 37252 Chinese 
language articles in TCM journals published in mainland 
China. Clinical trials were recognized in 26263/37252 
articles, corresponding to 70.5%. Among these 26263 
clinical trials, 7422 were initially identified as RCTs, 
equivalent to 28.3%, but of the 7422 trials only 1329 
(17.9%) were truly randomized[33].

Some important methodological components of the 
RCTs were incompletely reported, such as sample size 
calculation (reported in 1.1% of RCTs), randomization 
sequence (7.8%), allocation concealment (0.3%), 
implementation of the random allocation sequence (0%), 
and intention to treat analysis (0%)[33]. All reports 
were searched according to guidelines of the Cochrane 
Centre, and a comprehensive quality assessment of 
each RCT was completed using a modified version of 
the CONSORT checklist[33]. Overall, publications of TCM 
trials are abundant (10000[32] to 26263[33] publications), 
but their scientific quality is limited.

The poor quality of many TCM RCTs[33] was 
continuously discussed in various reports during the 
last decades[13,31,32,36]; most Cochrane systematic 
reviews of TCM are inconclusive, due specifically to 
poor methodology and heterogeneity of the studies 
reviewed[13]. Similarly, 19/26 acupuncture reviews 
concluded that there was not enough good quality trials 
to make a definitive conclusion of its efficiency[13]. This 
particular situation is difficult to reconcile when evidence 
for efficiency is a crucial criterion. It is well recognized 
that planning and performing RCTs, data analysis and 
compilation are cumbersome, time consuming, and 
expensive[13], with additional efforts to be put into 
editorial and reviewing work.

Unless strict criteria are applied for clinical trials 
of alternative medicinal systems including TCM, 
these studies will not be accepted as valid. For most 
analyses, including those evaluated in this review, 
major quality criteria are violated, including primary 

research hypothesis formulation, clinical inclusion 
criteria and outcome parameters, and appropriate 
statistical analysis.

Although these quality shortcomings of TCM RCTs 
are well recognized[29,36] and amply documented, even 
recent studies employ a design of treating both verum 
and control groups with “established” drugs and adding 
a Chinese herbal preparation in the verum group[37]. 
Although this design may have its merits for special 
clinical problems like efficiency of comedications, they 
do not allow conclusions about the treatment efficiency 
of the added herbal preparation.

Another major problem is inconsistent reporting. 
Whereas group differences before and after treatment 
have to de documented to prove the efficiency of 
any treatment (“in group” effects; difference of 
change within groups), clinical trials are constructed 
to detect differences between groups with different 
therapeutic approaches (“between groups” effects, 
difference between groups without reference to 
treatment). Therefore, results must strictly separate 
between the effectivity of a treatment shown by 
changes in parameter(s) before and after treatment, 
and indicate the difference between groups. Current 
clinical studies are designed either to prove superiority 
of a new drug, or to show equal effectivity of two 
different drugs (noninferiority design)[38]. Especially for 
studies comparing herbal preparations with synthetic 
drugs, it seems prudent to begin with a noninferiority 
study design; in contrast, nearly all recent Chinese 
language studies claim superiority of TCM preparations 
to synthetic drugs. This peculiarity is highlighted in 
multiple Cochrane reviews of herbal TCM preparations 
or acupuncture; these reviews also identify no or a 
very low number of high quality clinical studies[26-29,39].

Specific features of herbal TCM
China is rich in plants[34-42], which favored the deve-
lopment of a diverse herbal TCM. About 13000 herbal 
preparations are used and are listed in the Chinese 
Materia Medica (CMM) and are available in China[34,38], 
being officially recognized and described in detail 
by the Chinese Pharmacopeia[34,37], including herbs 
commonly used, regional variations and folk medicine 
variants. The Chinese Materia Medica[37] is a reference 
book that also describes details of thousands of 
plant preparations[10], including some nonbotanical 
elements (animal parts and minerals)[10,34,41,42] that are 
incorrectly classified as herbal medicines[34]. Outside of 
China, only around 500 Chinese herbs are commonly 
used[34].

Thousands of medicinal plants in China produce an 
abundance of different chemicals. With the nature as 
a potent manufacturer of potential drugs, this treasure 
has led to the development of some chemically defined 
drugs including artemisinin and ephedrine. Failure of 
valid clinical studies based on EBM criteria may have 
prevented the detection of more pharmacologically 
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active principles and compounds, missing the innovation 
power of herbal TCM[41]. This situation is different from 
other countries and cultures with herbal traditional 
medicine, where plants were used as a source of drugs 
and resulted in the development of, e.g., acetylic 
salicylic acid, atropine, codeine, colchicine, coumarins, 
digoxin, morphine, and quinine[41,42].

The use of herbs is considered an essential part 
of the TCM philosophy and its proposed therapeutic 
principles to improve or stabilize health conditions[10]; 
it takes a holistic view involving activating systems 
and self-regulating connections enhancing resistance 
to human diseases[43]. TCM philosophy classifies 
the causes of illness as symptoms of diseases from 
abnormal interactions or imbalances in the human 
system[44]; published diagnostic criteria, however, are 
poorly defined[31], difficult to ascertain in a Western 
health care setting and substantially different from 
the diagnostic approach of Western medicine. Since 
functional imbalance and specific manifestations of 
disease are described as “syndrome complex”, the 
concept of syndrome differentiation is important in the 
TCM diagnostics[44]. Consequently, the use of herbal 
TCM initially requires an appropriate recognition of the 
patient’s TCM symptoms; the TCM diagnosis should 
identify the correct symptom complex, usually by a 
TCM practitioner familiar with the principles of herbal 
TCM[35]. Ideally, the TCM provider is a physician, as 
in China; qualification requirements may be less 
strict in other countries such as Germany, where TCM 
providers commonly are nonmedical healers and only 
rarely general practitioners[42].

Herbal TCM is based on long local experience and 
original treatment principles[40], described in general 
terms without detailed characterization of herbs and 
diseases as compared to drug and disease descriptions 
by modern medicine[10,40]. While modern medicine 
was developed from physiology and biochemistry, 
the mode of action of modern drugs are understood 
at cellular and molecular levels, and the therapeutic 
efficiency is proven by valid studies[43]. For herbal TCM 
these criteria do not (yet) apply[40-43].

According to ancient TCM philosophy, in herbal TCM 
therapy herbs are prescribed tailored to the patient’s 
symptoms, signs and constitution; the original Chinese 
formulae are often modified, but details of this tai-
loring are rarely available[43]. As a result, herbal TCM 
formulae of modified prescriptions continue to appear 
and are applied without any systematic evaluation[43]. 
These highly individualized herbal TCM prescriptions 
create problems in clinical trials of herbal TCM pre-
parations since EBM criteria are hardly applicable, if 
treatment modalities differ from patient to patient[43]. 
Stratification of treatment for study purposes is also 
difficult, since most indications and contraindications of 
herbal TCM therapies are solely based on experience 
and documented in ancient books[43].

In line with ancient herbal TCM philosophy, 

numerous herbal TCM products are mixtures of different 
herbs, commonly with up to six herbs[14,39] or more[14]; 
typically there is a primary herb referred to as the 

“King”[39] or “Monarch”[34] herb. The other constituents, 
called also “Minister”, “Assistant”, or “Envoy”[34], are 
believed to function as modifiers of toxicity[34,39]; to 
synergistically increase the King herb effects[14]; to 
improve the immune function[39]; or to strengthen 
certain aspects of actions[39]. Other aspects classify 
herbal TCM as having high, moderate or low toxicity[40]. 
In the Chinese Pharmacopeia[37], herbs are described 
as mildly toxic to highly toxic, with 59 items of CMM 
in the latter category[34,37]. Since robust experimental 
data are lacking, the herbal TCM philosophy related to 
toxic elements is elusive; although known for a long 
time[40], it also appears that the question of herbal 
toxicity has not yet been fully appraised. Also, the use 
of nonherbal items (animal parts or heavy metals) 
as elements of the ancient herbal TCM philosophy is 
elusive[10,14,34,40,41]; animal parts often used are Bai Hua 
She (venom of the Chinese viper Agkistrodon acutus), 
Jiang Can (dried larvae of Bombyx Batryticatus, 
infected by Batrytis bassiana), Ling Yang Qing Fei 
(antelope horn), Liyu Danzhi (carp juice), Quan Xie 
(dry polypides of the scorpion Buthus martensii), Sang 
Hwang (Phellinus lihnteus, mushroom), Song Rong 
(Agaricus blazei, Himematsutake as Japanese Kampo 
Medicine, mushroom), Wu Gong (dried polypites of 
the centipede Scolopendra subspinipes mutilans), Wu 
Shao She (parts of the snake Zaocys dhumnades), 
and Yu Dan (fish gallbladder)[14,41].

EBM of reported herbal TCM trials
EBM criteria have rarely been applied in trials of ancient 
herbal TCM, as discussed in detail in the present 
review with reference to many reports[13,26-29,31-33,36,40-43]. 
Consequently, efficiency of these treatment modalities 
remains unproven and does not warrant a recommendation 
for their common use to treat patients, considering also 
the known risks including life-threatening hepatotoxic 
reactions[39-42], which should not be downplayed[42]. In 
particular, the present data of herbal TCM trials and 
risk evaluations provide no evidence for a positive 
benefit/risk profile[42]. The aim should be to initiate 
new strategies to integrate herbal TCM into modern 
medicine[42,38].

Perspectives of modern herbal TCM
Ancient herbal TCM and modern medicine have evolved 
under different empirical, theoretical, philosophical, 
and cultural conditions, in an attempt to establish 
cornerstones of valid diagnostic and therapeutic 
principles and to provide efficient healthcare. However, 
mainstream opinion suggests that the current situation 
of ancient herbal TCM is poor and disappointing[42], 
requiring substantial improvements[10-17,31-36,38-43] with 
the tentative aim to develop a pragmatic modern 
herbal TCM[42,38] that meets the needs of modern 
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Table 2  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for gastroesophageal reflux disease and esophagitis

medicine and possibly combines the two medicinal 
cultures[38,42,44-46] by bridging the gap between 
the herbal TCM and Western medicine[45]. Present 
shortcomings of ancient TCM include insufficient 
EBM based RCTs supporting therapeutic efficiency, 
major adverse effects, poor herbal TCM product 
quality and lack of innovation power to develop new 
drugs from herbal TCM, inadequate standardization, 
categorization, and regulation, and intransparent and 
not validated diagnostic criteria to establish a clinical 
diagnosis.

Therefore, new approaches are necessary to 
establish a modern herbal TCM[38,42] with its fascinating 
and encouraging perspectives, also regarding new 
drugs to be developed from herbs of TCM[42]. These 
new approaches should cover herbal TCM products 
with proven therapeutic efficiency in line with the 
requirements of EBM criteria and a favorable benefit/
risk profile[42], ensuring product standardization and 
regulatory surveillance[35,43], and an effective ADR 
system to regulatory agencies[35]. Special scrutiny 
should be placed on correctly labeling of ingredients[35] 
and absence of toxins (aflatoxins, bacteria, and 
heavy metals), nonbotanical ingredients [34,41,42], and 
mislabeled herbs[35,36]. Until substantial progress is 
made establishing a modern herbal TCM, risks should 
be identified, not ignored[42].

GasTROINTesTINaL DIsORDeRs
We focused on evaluation of the evidence for efficient TCM 

preparations in the clinically relevant gastrointestinal 
disorders, thereby excluding diseases such as 
esophageal carcinoma[29,47], gastric carcinoma[48], 
pancreatic carcinoma[49], or pancreatitis[26]. Our review 
covers the main indications gastroesophageal reflux 
disease (GERD) and esophagitis, gastritis, gastric and 
duodenal ulcer, inflammatory bowel disease, hepatitis, 
biliary diseases as well as the common tumor entities 
of the colon and liver carcinoma, and the exclusion 
diagnoses dyspepsia and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS).

GERD and esophagitis
Since 2000, no Cochrane review covered gastro-
esophageal reflux or esophagitis, considering Cochrane 
summaries and the search terms “traditional Chinese 
medicine” OR “Chinese herbal” AND “esophagitis” 
OR “reflux”, except one review on GERD in asthma 
patients[50]; their trial database presents six relevant 
trials, which are included in Table 2. For treatment 
of GERD, seven publications compared herbal 
TCM preparations with ranitidine + cisapride[51], 
domperidone[52], mosapride[53], omeprazole[54], Western 
medicine[55], or the herbal TCM preparation Lingsan 
Liyan Wan[56]. A seventh study did not specify the 
comparative treatment[57]. Five studies were available 
in Chinese only[51,52,54,56,57] and were thus evaluated as 
abstracts; only the studies of Li et al[53] and Xu et al[55] 
were available in an English language version.

In none of these GERD studies, details were given 
to diagnostic criteria of modern medicine like the 
Los Angeles classification of severity[58], the Savary-
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Ref. Patients Intervention Control Outcome Remarks

Zhang et al[52], 
2012

186 pat.; GERD, no 
diagnostic criteria

64 pat.; 3 × 6 g 
Dalitong + 20 mg 
rabeprazole; 4 wk

61 pat.; 20 mg rabeprazole 
(control 1)

Intervention significantly better; 
unclear whether a comparison is 

within or between groups

No randomi-zation 
criteria → cohort study

61 pat.; 3 × 10 mg domperidon 
+ 20 mg rabeprazole (control 

2); 4 wk
Li et al[53], 2011 120 pat.; non- erosive 

reflux disease, no diag-
nostic criteria

60 pat.; 3 × 10 g 
Tongjiang capsules; 

4 wk

60 pat.; 3 × 5 mg mosapride 
citrate; 4 wk

For scores: in-tervention sig-
nificantly better - only in PPP 

cal-culation; unclear whether a 
comparison is within or between 

groups

Relevant data were not 
available; ill defined 

scoring system. OR in-
cluding 1 is significant

Xu et al[55], 
2007

116 pat.; GERD Integrated Chinese 
+ Western medicine; 

no further data

Western medicine, no further 
data

Better long term significant effects, 
no significant short term effects

Inconsistent data pre-
sentation

Xu et al[56], 
2006

78 pat.; laryngopharyn- 
gitis by GERD, ENT 
diag- nostic criteria

1 dose/d Banxia 
Xiexing Tang; 4 wk

2 × 6 g/d Linsang Liyan Wan, 
4 wk

Variety of cumulative scores; 
treatment is more effective

No comparative treat-
ment

Zhong et al[54], 
2005

75 pat.; reflux esophagitis 45 pat; 1 dose/d 
Jiangni Hewei 

decoction; 8 wk

30 pat; omeprazole 20 mg/d, 8 
wk

No difference in cure rate, total 
efficiency, symptoms, gastroscopy 

score. Significantly lower recur-
rence rate in verum group

Low patient number

Ghen et al[51], 
2004

63 pat.; GERD, no diag-
nostic criteria

30 pat.; 2 × 100 mL 
ZhiZhu pills; 8 wk

33 pat.; 2 × 150 mg ranitidine 
+ 2 × 10 mg cisapride; 8 wk

Unclear whether a comparison 
is within or between groups; 

“significant improvement in all 
criteria”

Conclusions cannot be 
reproduced

Hao et al[57], 
1998 

42 pat.; GERD, diagno-
sis by TCM criteria

42 pat.; Yunqitang Ⅰ, 
Ⅱ, Ⅲ; 4 wk

No control therapy given “Yunqitang is effective” by TCM 
scoring system

GERD: Gastroesophageal reflux disease; TCM: Traditional Chinese medicine.
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Miller-classification[59], or the MUSE-classification[60]; 
none described a randomization process. Hao et al[57] 
did not use a control group at all but compared the 
efficiency of the herbal TCM Yunqitang for patient 
groups with differing diagnostic criteria derived from 
TCM. Furthermore, no two studies used the same 
herbal TCM preparation. Only one publication listed 
the ingredients of the intervention herbal TCM Banxia 
Xiexin Tang[56]; for the other five preparations, no 
recipe could be identified.

All studies used “TCM symptom scores“ to measure 
the efficiency of the intervention. Again, no publication 
specified these symptom scores, except Xu[56] who 
used a semiquantitative scoring system for laryngitis; 
Xu et al[55] did not detail the herbal TCM preparation. 
No publication reported endoscopic or histologic data, 
or results from pH-metry, but all publications claimed 
significantly better improvement in symptom scores.

Taken together, no trial can be rated as a ran-
domized blinded clinical study, and five studies may 
qualify as open cohort studies[51,52,54,55,57]. Thus, no 
evidence is currently available in GERD trials to support the 
equivalency of herbal TCM preparations to established 
treatments like proton pump inhibitors (PPI). Similar 
results were obtained by Zhao et al[50], who reviewed 
herbal TCM for nonacute bronchial asthma complicated 
by gastroesophageal reflux and also concluded that 
currently no proven benefit can be derived from pub
lished studies.

Gastritis
A PubMed search for clinical trials using the items 
“Chinese herbal” AND “gastritis” retrieved 23 results. 
Of these, 16 publications were included in Table 3; 
only two studies[61,62] were reported as randomized 
trials. All studies originated in China, and only one 
report was available in English[63]. In nine studies, two 
different herbal TCM preparations were compared[63-71], 
and in only four trials, herbal TCM preparations were 
compared to Western medications: cimetidine[72]; triple 
therapy[73]; and domperidone[74,75]. In two studies, 
triple therapy was given in both groups, together with 
the herbal TCM preparations Junghua Weikang[61] or 
Wen Wei Chu[62]. In these 16 trials, 13 different herbal 
TCM preparations were tested, the three preparations 
Jinghua Weikang[61,74], Kang Wei[66,73], and Wen Wei 
Chu[62,63] were used twice, and three publications did 
not specify the herbal TCM preparation used[67,72,76].

All studies reported significantly better results in 
the verum group, nearly always for clinical symptoms. 
In most publications, criteria for “total efficiency” 
were not provided, and some trials[63,66,71] specified 
symptoms classified by the TCM system rather than 
Western clinical symptoms. In no publication (including 
the English ones) were sufficient data given to confirm 
the statistical calculations. Herbal TCM Kangwei 
granules were tested in two studies against herbal 
TCM Weifuchun[66] and bismuth triple therapy[73]. 

Herbal TCM Wenweishu was evaluated in one study as 
verum (in addition to pantoprazole, clarithromycine, 
and metronidazole as triple therapy) and found to 
improve symptom relief compared to herbal TCM 
therapy only[62]; in another study, Wenweishu was 
used as control therapy tested against the herbal 
TCM Yiweikang, and found inferior to the verum in 
symptom relief[63].

Taken together, no randomized study has been 
performed to test herbal TCM preparations head 
on against Western gastritis therapy. No study has 
tested herbal TCM against PPIs; in recent studies 
describing PPI treatment, this drug was given in both 
groups[61,62]. Only Chen et al[73] tested herbal TCM Kang 
Wei granules against a quadruple therapy and reported 
significant better improvement in TCM symptoms, 
without providing data for other parameters. Further 
ambiguities derive from incomplete description of 
symptom scores or a mixture of differences within one 
treatment group with differences between verum and 
control group.

Future studies should emphasize characterization 
of patient diagnoses included in these studies, careful 
selection of the control therapy, outcome definition at 
the start of the study, and clear data presentation.

Gastric and duodenal ulcers
Efficiency studies of herbal TCM preparations for 
patients with gastric or duodenal ulcers have only 
rarely been reported. Among 46 PubMed hits, 17 
publications were identified (Table 4), which described 
clinical studies or clinical reports related to treatment 
with herbal TCM; nine trials were identified in the 
Cochrane clinical trials database relating to gastric ulcer 
and ten trials related to duodenal ulcers. Except Zhou 
et al[77], all studies are available only in Chinese and 
were evaluated from their English language abstracts. 
All studies were published in journals devoted to TCM 
or Chinese medicine.

Five trials were published as randomized[61,62,78-80]; 
specific details about blinding were mentioned only 
by Zhou et al[81], whereas all other studies did not 
describe blinding or used a design not amenable to 
blinding. Among the 17 trials included in Table 3, the 
study of Zhou et al[81] was the only one not describing 
significantly superior therapeutic effects of herbal 
TCM preparations. Four studies included patients with 
duodenal ulcers[61,80,82,83], five trials patients with gastric 
ulcer[62,77,79,84,85], and eight studies peptic ulcer[78,81,86-90]; 
the diagnosis was usually proven by endoscopy, for 
peptic ulcer the location remains unclear.

Among the studies published before 2008, ten 
trials compared herbal TCM preparations against 
chemically defined drugs, including famotidine[82,84], 
ranitidine[77,80,90], cimetidine[86,87,89,91], and bismuth 
aluminate[83]. All four recent studies used an “add-on” 
design, comparing a Western standard treatment with 
a herbal TCM preparation added to this regime; this 
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Table 3  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for gastritis
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Ref. Patients Intervention Control Outcome Remarks

Hu et al[61], 
2012

565 pat.; gastritis or 
duodenal ulcer, gastros-

copy

LAC (see con- trol), + 3 caps. 
2/d Jinghua Weikang, 7 d, 

then Jinghua Weikang for 14 
more days

30 mg lansopra- zole, 1000 mg 
amoxicilline, 500 mg clarithromy-

cine (LAC) 2/d, 7 d, then lansopra-
zole 30 mg 1/d for 14 more days; 
or LAC + 220 mg bismuth citrate 

2/d, 7 d, then bismuth citrate for 14 
more days

14C-urea test - no differ-
ence (abstract unclear). 

Similar efficiency, better 
symptomatic improve-

ment (bloating, belching)

11 hospitals; data 
presentation in 

abstract unclear. 
All gastritis 

patients were 
included in the in-
tervention group

Li et al[64], 
2011

150 pat.; chronic atro-
phic gastritis

120 pat.; Wei Yan serial 
recipe (WYSR) Ⅰ - Ⅳ; no dose 

given, 2 × 3 mo

30 pat.; Weifuchun pills; no dose 
given, 2 × 3 mo

WYSR is superior to con-
trol in total effective rate, 
symptoms, pathology. No 

difference in HIF, vEGF

Improved precan-
cerous lesions

Li et al[65], 
2011

229 pat.; chronic atro-
phic gastritis

119 pat.; Hua Zhuo Jiedu 
recipe, no dose given; 2 × 3 

mo

110 pat.; Weifuchun tablets; no dose 
given; 2 × 3 mo

Significantly better: 
pathological results, tumor 
markers. No difference in 

acid secretion

No rationale or pa-
rameter selection

Hu et al[62], 
2010

642 pat.; chronic gastri-
tis or gastric ulcer + H. 

pylori

196 pat.; PCM + Wenweishu
224 pat.; PCM + Yangweishu; 

7 d

222 pat.; 40 mg bid pantoprazole, 
500 mg bid clarithromycine, 400 mg 

bid metronidazole (PCM); 7 d

Better symptom relief, 
no difference in H. pylori 

eradication

No parameter for 
symptoms given

Hu et al[63], 
2008

67 pat.; chronic gastritis 
+ TCM symptoms; 

gastroscopy

42 pat.; 4 × 0.5 g, tid Yiwei-
kang capsules; 2 mo

25 pat.; 4 caps. tid; Wenweishu; 2 
mo

Improved symptoms in 
verum; no difference in H. 

pylori eradication

Diagnostically not 
homogenous; con-
trol in this group 
is verum in 2010 

publication[62]

Zeng et al[74], 
2006

90 pat.; chronic gastritis 80 mg or 160 mg Jinghua 
Weikang

3 × 10 mg/d domperidone; 14_d. 
No group size given

Unclear whether in group 
or be-tween group differ-

ences

Data presentation 
insufficient

Wu et al[66], 
2005

68 pat.; chronic atrophic 
gastritis + TCM symp-

toms

36 pat.; Kangwei granules, 2 
× 12 wk. No dose given

32 pat.; Weifuchun, 2 × 12 wk. No 
dose given

Gastroscopy, pathology 
significantly improved, 

symptoms n.s.

Parameters not 
specified

Xia[67], 2004 98 pat.; chronic gastritis Herbal pairs; patient number, 
dose and treatment duration 

not given

Banxia Xiexin Tang decoction, pat. 
number, dose and treatment dura-

tion not given

Treatment is superior No explanation 
given

Chen et al[73], 
2003

362 pat.; gastropathy 
with H. pylori infection

288 pat.; Kang Wei granules. 
No further data given

74 pat.; triple therapy plus bismuth 
(De Nol)

Improves symptoms of 
TCM classification

No data given 
for diagnosis, 

intervention type 
and results

Ji et al[68], 1999 226 pat.; gastritis with 
H. pylori infection

136 pat.; Xialian Yiyou cap-
sule, 4 wk. Dose not given

90 pat.; Lizhu Dele capsules, 4 wk. 
Dose not given

Significant improvement 
in clinical symptoms

Lu et al[69], 
1998

75 pat.; chronic atrophic 
gastritis

45 pat.; Wei Shu capsules; 6 
mo. Dose not given

30 pat.; Wei Ning granules; 6 mo. 
Dose not given

Atrophy, metaplasia, 
dysplasia significantly 

improved

No data specifica-
tion

Zhong et al[70], 
1997

202 pat.; chronic gastri-
tis, intestinal metaplasia

117 pat.; modified Shijinzu 
decoction, 3 mo; dose not 

given

85 pat.; Weimeisu, 3 mo; dose not 
given

Treatment group signifi-
cantly better

No data specifica-
tion

Yin et al[71], 
1996

143 pat.; chronic gas-
tritis by EGD, + TCM 

symptoms

75 pat.; Piweiping caps. Ⅰ, Ⅱ, 
Ⅲ, Ⅳ; 3-6 mo. Dose not given

68 pat.; Sanjiu Weitai; 3-6 mo; dose 
not given

Significantly better cure 
rate, symptom score, 

biochemical parameter

Some parameters 
do not make sense 

(lymphocyte 
transformation 

test, cAMP, DNA)
Li et al[75], 
1995

200 pat.; chronic atro-
phic gastritis

Gastrosia con-valescens; no 
data of pat. number, dose 

and duration

Domperidon; no data on patient 
number, dose and duration of treat-

ment

Significantly superior to 
control

No parameter 
specified

Long et al[72], 
1994

Verru-cous gas-tritis, no 
further informa-tion

Combined TCM + Western 
medicine; no further infor-

mation

Western medicine (furazolidone, 
cimetidine); no further information

Combination is sig-
nificantly better than WM 

alone

Insufficient data 
presentation

Liu et al[76], 
1992

138 pat.; intestinal meta-
plasia; 104 pat.; atypical 

metaplasia

Xiao Wei Yan powder, 5-7 g/
tid; 2-4 mo; no pat. number

No information; not treated? Verum is effective No description of 
control group

H. pylori: Helicobacter pylori; PCM: Pantoprazole, clarithromycine and metronidazole triple therapy; TCM: Traditional Chinese medicine.
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study design is not suited to elucidate the therapeutic 
effect of the added herbal TCM decoction on ulcer 
healing. The herbal TCM Jianghua Weikang was 
evaluated in two studies[61,77]; in both, it improved 
bloating and belching, without eradication of H. pylori 
infection. The herbal TCM Jianwei Yuyang was studied 
in three trials[81,84,90]; whereas Li and Yin[90] reported 

significant better cure rates compared to ranitidine, Lin 
et al[84] and Zhou et al[81] mentioned only symptomatic 
improvement compared to famotidine, but no control 
treatment could be identified from their abstract[81].

All four recent randomized studies[61,62,78,79] used a 
design comparing herbal TCM plus Western medicine 
against Western medicine, a study design that cannot 
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Table 4  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for gastric or duodenal ulcers

Ref. Patients Intervention Control Outcome Remarks

Hu et al[61], 
2012

565 pat.; 
duodenal ulcer 

or gastritis, 
gastroscopy

LAC (see control), + 3 caps. 
2/d Jinghua Weikang, 7 d, 

then Jinghua Weikang for 14 
more days

30 mg lansoprazole, 1000 mg 
amoxicilline, 500 mg clar-

ithromycine (LAC) 2/d, 7 d, 
then lansoprazole 30 mg 1/d 
for 14 more days; or LAC + 
220 mg bismuth citrate 2/d, 
7 d, then bismuth citrate for 

14 more days

14C-urea test - no difference (ab-
stract unclear). Similar efficiency, 
better symptomatic improvement 

(bloating, belching)

11 hospitals; data 
presentation in abstract 
unclear. All gastritis pa-
tients were included in 
the intervention group.

Study also included 
under “gastritis”

Hu et al[62], 
2010

642 pat.; 
chronic gastritis 
or gastric ulcer 

+ H. pylori

196 pat.; PCM + Wenweishu
224 pat.; PCM + Yangweishu; 7 

d

222 pat.; 40 mg bid pan-
toprazole, 500 mg bid 

clarithromycine, 400 mg bid 
metronidazole (PCM); 7 d

Better symptom relief, no difference 
in eradication

No parameter for symp-
toms given

Zhang et al[78], 
2009

46 pat.; active 
peptic ulcer, no 
H. pylori infec-

tions

Yiqi Huoxue formula + 
omeprazole, 5_wk. No infor-
mation on patient number, 

dosage

Omeprazole, 5 wk. No infor-
mation on patient number, 

dosage

bFGF, vEGF in-creased in treat-
ment, histological improvement. 

No difference in recurrence

Scant data description

Deng et al[79], 
2007

60 pat.; gastric 
ulcer, after 
1 wk triple 

therapy

Qifang Weitong powder + 
omeprazole, 5 wk. No further 

details

Omeprazole, 5 wk. No 
further details

Mucosa thickness, glandular mor-
phology improved (significant)

Scant data description

Lin et al[84], 
2007

56 pat.; gastric 
ulcer + TCM 

symptom

26 pat.; Jianwei Yuyang gran-
ule, 4 wk. No further data

30 pat.; famotidine + sucral-
fat, 4 wk. No further data

Compliance, symptom integral 
sign. better; ulcer healing, clinical 

effects n.s.

Incomplete results 
description

Zhou et al[77], 
2007

50 pat.; acute 
gastric ulcer + 
TCM symp-

toms

30 pat.; 1 dose/d in 2 × 100 mL 
solution; Jianpi Qingre Huayu 

recipe; 8 wk

20 pat.; 2 × 300 mg raniti-
dine; 8 wk

Effective rate n.s.; cure rate sig-
nificant better. Sign. differences 

in T lymphocyte subsets

Randomized, statistics 
implausible, irrelevant 

parameters

Zhou et al[81], 
2005

120 pat.; peptic 
ulcer, 10 con-
trols no ulcer

6 groups, no clear descrip-
tion of treatment (ranitidine, 

Jianweiyuyang granules)

No description of control 
group

Combination improves symptoms 
and syndrome. No effect on ulcer 

healing, H. pylori eradication

No description of 
groups and intervention

Ji et al[82], 2006 200 pat.; duo-
denal ulcer

100 pat.; 160 mg Jinghua Wei-
kang capsule 3/d; 4 wk

100 pat.; 20 mg famotidine 
2/d; 4 wk

H. pylori eradication, anorexia, 
eructation, incidence of UAW sig. 

better, remission, healing n.s.

Only P values are given

Zhang et al[80], 
2005

438 pat.; duo-
denal ulcer

330 pat.; Haigui Yuyang cap-
sule, 6 wk. No dose given

108 pat.; ranitidine, 6 wk. 
No dose given

No difference between groups; 
only distension better in verum

“Double blind, double 
dummy, randomized”

He et al[85], 
2001

120 pat.; gastric 
ulcer

60 pat.; Qingwei Zhitong pill. 
No dose or duration

60 pat.; Sifangwei tablet. No 
dose or duration

Better ulcer healing, no difference 
in TCM symptoms

Unclear description

Wan et al[86], 
1996

200 pat.; peptic 
ulcer

Yuyang powder, no further 
data

Cimetidine, no further data Cure rate n.s., recurrence signifi-
cantly better

Scant data presented

Yang et al[87], 
1995

150 pat.; peptic 
ulcer

Bushen Kangkui decoction; no 
further details

Cimetidine; no further 
details

Cure rate n.s., recurrence signifi-
cantly better

Scant data presented

Li et al[88], 1995 80 children; 
peptic ulcer

Unspecified treatment for 8 wk No control Effective after 8 wk (92% cure 
rate)

(empirical recipe)

Yang et al[83], 
1994

80 pat.; duode-
nal ulcer

Kuiyangqing pills; duration, 
dose not given

32 pat.; bismuth aluminate. 
No dose, duration

Effective treatment Unclear group descrip-
tion, no parameter for 
efficiency, outdated 

control therapy
Ma and 
Guo[89], 1992

508 pat.; intrac-
table peptic 

ulcer

260 pat.; 50 g/d Chuanjia 
Weidan; 4 wk

248 pat.; 800 mg/d cimeti-
dine; 4 wk

Cure rates similar, H. pylori eradi-
cation, relapse superior

Li and Yin[90], 
1991

494 pat. (?); 
peptic ulcer

354 pat.; Jian Wei Yu Yang 
tablets. No further data

140 pat.; ranitidine, no further 
data

Treatment superior in cure rate Scant data presented

Zhou et al[91], 
1991

Not defined, 
peptic ulcer

Wei Yang An Cimetidine, no further data Short term effects similar, in long 
term  Wei Yang An superior

No data presented

bFGF: Basic fibroblast growth factor; H. Pylori: Helicobacter pylori; PCM: Pantoprazole, clarithromycine, metronidazole; vEGF: Vascular endothelial growth factor.
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prove the efficiency of herbal TCM on ulcer healing. 
Zhang et al[80] using a comparison of the herbal TCM 
Haigui Yuyang capsules against ranitidine for 6 wk did 
not find differences in the outcome parameters (Table 
4). For symptom relief, some herbal TCM preparations 
may be useful. Further studies should focus on patho-
logically defined diagnoses, homogenous patient 
cohorts, prespecified objective outcome parameters, 
and unambiguous data presentation.

Inflammatory bowel disease
Besides infectious diseases, ulcerative colitis and 
Crohn’s disease are clinically important gastrointestinal 
diseases. In contrast, no review was found in the 
Cochrane library using the search items herbal TCM 
AND colitis or Crohn’s disease, and only ten clinical 
trials were found. In PubMed, this strategy retrieved 29 
publications. Ten relevant trials were identified (Table 5), 
one trial was published twice[92,93]. Only one publication 
specifically included patients with Crohn’s disease[94], 

eight trials considered ulcerative colitis patients[92,95-101], 
and in one study[102], patients with inflammatory bowel 
disease were included. Five studies used additionally 
the “damp heat accumulation syndrome” from the 
Chinese syndrome system[92,96,98-100]. Six trials were 
performed against 4 × 1 g mesalazine[92,95,96,98-100], 
two studies against salazosulfapyridine[94,101], and one 
study against an unspecified Western medicine[102]. 
Only Fukunaga et al[97] used a placebo controlled study 
design.

Except the study of He et al[96], all other trials were 
described as randomized, five of these studies also as 
blinded[92,97,99-101], and only Tong et al[100] described the 
randomization. Qingchang Huashi[96,98] and Composite 
Sophora[99,100] were studied twice. For Composite 
Sophora, the group described significant better results 
only for TCM symptoms; for Qingchang, He et al[96] 
found no significant changes in symptom scores, 
whereas Zhou et al[98], adding Guanchang treatment, 
reported reduced incidences of diarrhea, blood and pus 
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Table 5  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for inflammatory bowel disease

Ref. Patients Treatment Control Outcome Remarks

Liao et al[94], 2009 39 pat.; 
Crohn’s dis-
ease, postop-

erative

21 pat.; poly- glycoside of 
Tripterygium wilfordii, 2 wk

18 pat.; sal azosulfapyridine, 
2 wk

Endoscopic recurrence significant 
better in treatment group

No dose given; 
3 dropouts, 2 

noncompliance 
(treatment group)

Han et al[95], 2014 120 pat.; mild 
to moderate 

UC

60 pat.; Jianpi suppository, 
dose not given, 2 × 15 d

60 pat.; mesalazine orally, 
dose not given

Hemorheology, P-selectin better 
improved

Randomized; 
unclear whether 

group differences 
exist

He et al[96], 2012 60 pat.; mild 
to moderate 
UC, with in-
ner DHAS

30 pat.; 1 dose Qingchang 
Huashi recipe in 2 × 150 mL, 8 

wk

30 pat.; 1 g/qid mesalazine, 
8_wk

Symptoms sign, coloscopic, patho-
logical results n.s.

Fukunaga et al[97], 
2012

30 pat.; intrac-
table UC

15 pat.; 0.1 g/d Xilei San supp., 
2 wk

15 pat.; pla- cebo supp., 2 wk Verum group with remission P = 
0.04 at day 14 and 180. Significant 

histology, endoscopy
Zhou et al[98], 2012 53 pat.; mild 

to moderate 
UC, large in-
testine DHAS

27 pat.; Qing-chang Huashi 
recipe oral + Guanchang recipe 

dermal;Fuzheng Qing-chang 
recipe oral in remission, 3 mo

26 pat.; 4 × 1 g/d mesalazine, 
4 × 0.5 g/d in remission, 3 

mo

Diarrhea, blood, pus in stool sign. 
better

No data given for 
control group, only 

P values

Gong et al[92], 2012; 
Yang et al[93], 2014

320 pat.; ac-
tive UC, with 

DHAS

240 pat.; Fu- fangkushen colon-
coated capsule, 8 wk

80 pat.; mesalazine enteric 
coated tablets, 8 wk

Clinical response, remission, 
mucosal healing, Mayo scores n.s.

Double blind, 
double dummy

Tong et al[99], 2011 160 pat.; UC 
with internal 

DHAS

120 pat.; composite sophora 40 pat.; mesalazine slow 
release granules, 8 wk

Sign. in Chinese symptom score, 
mucus + pus stool; others n.s.

Double blind, 
double dummy

Tong et al[100], 2010 126 pat.; UC, 
DHAS

colon-soluble capsules, 8 wk
composite sophora colon 

soluble capsule: 42 pat. 6 caps, 3 
×/d; 42 pat. 4 caps., 3 ×/d; 8 w

42 pat.; 4 tbl., mesalazine 3 ×
/d (3 g/d), 8 wk

No significant differences, with 
tendency for herbal TCM

Ling et al[102], 2010 78 pat.; 
inflammatory 
bowel disease

A: 26 pat.; herbal TCM oral and 
as enema; B: 27 pat.; enema 

only, 1 mo

25 pat.; Western medicine; 1 
mo

A > B = C: main symptoms, 
coloscopic score, pathology; B > C: 

tenesms

Randomized con-
trolled trial; scant 
data presentation

Chen et al[101], 1994 153 pat.; 
intractable UC

Jian Pi Ling tablets; retention 
ene- ma Radix Sophorae Fla-

vescentis,

A: Salicylazosulfapyridine 
(SASP), retention enema 

dexamethasone; 3 mo

Curative rates, effective rates 
significant better. Immunology 

normalized in verum group

Doses not given, 
claimed double 

blind
Flos Sophora (RSF-FS) decoc-

tion; 3 mo
B: placebo + RSF-FS, 3 mo

DHAS: Damp heat accumulation syndrome; TCM: Traditional Chinese medicine; UC: Ulcerative colitis.
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in stool.
Taken together, herbal TCM may offer improvement 

in some TCM syndrome scores. But no well conducted 
study showed significant superiority; for well designed 
studies, improvements were similar between groups.

Hepatitis
PubMed using “herbal TCM” and “hepatitis” identified 
63 publications marked as clinical trials. Manual 
search identified 28 clinical studies, using established 
parameters for disease definition and efficiency 
parameters (Table 6). Searching the Cochrane library 
for clinical trials retrieved three reviews on herbal 
Chinese medicines and chronic hepatitis B[103], chronic 
hepatitis[104], and HBV carriers[105]; 86 clinical trials 
were listed, with no additional publication identified 
in this search. As Chinese language publications only, 
16 articles were available and were evaluated by the 
abstract; twelve English language articles, including 
one study published in both languages[106,107], were 
analyzed in full text. Only twelve publications[108-119] 
did not derive from Chinese hospitals for TCM; all 
three trials from Western institutions[114,118,119] failed 
to determine any positive effects from herbal TCM 
mixtures.

Eleven studies[110,120-129] used a design in which 
a herbal TCM preparation was used in addition to a 
Western medication, such as interferon (IFN)-α[120], 
virustatic drugs[121-123,125,128], or other not specified 
“routine treatments”[110,124,126]. Most studies were not 
randomized or used ill defined patient cohorts, comprising 
chronic hepatitis and liver failure. In most trials, HBV 
patients were included, and only Hu et al[124] described 
a study in HBV patients with acuteonchronic liver 
failure; HCV infected patients were included in four 
studies[112,114,119,130], nonalcoholic steatohepatitis patients 
in one trial[129].

Rarely studies reported on the effects of the same 
herbal TCM preparation. Fushen Huayu was investigated 
in three trials with four publications [106,108,117,123], salvia 
injections in three older trials[107,116,131], and CH100 in 
two studies[112,119]. No two studies used a comparable 
design (for Fushen Huayu one study each compared to 
placebo or Heluoshugan, one used an add-on design 
to lamivudine), so positive findings have not been 
confirmed. As was seen in all other symptoms and 
diseases, most of the studies reported superiority of 
herbal TCM preparations; however, data presentation 
often was incomplete. Add-on design studies with 
herbal TCM given in one arm to another drug (virustatic 
drugs, IFN) in both arms cannot prove herbal TCM 
effects on hepatitis[110,120-129], and one study reports 
inconsistent prevention[113]. Among other problems 
were inappropriate control treatments with polyene 
phosphatidylcholine or colchicine, missing composition 
of verum or placebo drugs, or small group sizes. A 
major problem with interpreting the studies resulted 
from incomplete data presentation. In about half 

of the studies included in this analysis, it remained 
unclear whether a comparison was done in one 
treatment group comparing the patients before and 
after treatment, or whether a difference was calculated 
between groups after treatment; in the study of Qiu 
et al[122], treatment and placebo group description 
appears to be switched. Better designed studies like 
good randomization[106] failed to show differences, as 
was the case in nearly all studies from non-Chinese 
groups[112,114,115,117,118]. Currently, no evidence has 
been provided for the efficiency of herbal TCM in viral 
hepatitis eradication; however, some studies suggest 
improvement in subjective symptoms. It remains 
unclear whether this effect can be reproduced. 
Overall, no consistent proof for the efficiency of TCM 
preparations in acute or chronic hepatitis, or on 
amelioration of hepatitis related liver fibrosis[132-138] has 
been provided.

Biliary diseases
To identify clinical trials with patients suffering from 
noninfectious biliary diseases, the key words herbal 
TCM and gall bladder, bile, or biliary were used. In 
PubMed, 14 publications were identified, from which 
six were judged relevant to the review. Six reviews 
were found in the Cochrane library; only the study of 
Gan et al[139] covering cholelithiasis was relevant to 
biliary diseases. Among the eight trials identified in 
this database (Table 7)[136,139-145], only one study[136] 
was related to noninfectious biliary diseases. Two 
studies[140,141] described cholelithiasis patients, 
the study by Ma et al[140] did not mention clinical 
parameters and therefore was not included. Four of 
the six studies[141-144] claimed randomization, and no 
study blinded the participants or physicians. Only 
Tong et al[143] mentioned histological confirmation for 
the diagnosis of primary biliary cirrhosis. Four of the 
studies used an add-on design with ursodeoxycholic 
acid[142,143,145] or a nonspecified Western medicine[136] 
in both groups, and Fuzheng Huayu capsules[142], 
Tongdan decoction[143], or Ganyan Ⅳ[136] given addi-
tionally in the verum group; Jiang et al[145] did not 
specify the herbal TCM preparation used. None of the 
studies was well designed or placebo controlled; thus, 
no evidence exists for the efficiency of herbal TCM in 
biliary diseases, in accordance with Gan et al[139].

Colon carcinoma
In PubMed, 75 clinical trial publications were retrieved 
using the key words herbal TCM and colon carcinoma; 
we excluded all in vitro investigations and trials 
investigating pharmacokinetic effects on cytostatic 
compounds; only five clinical trials remained with 
clinically relevant end points. The Cochrane Library did 
not contain a review or clinical trial describing clinical 
effects of herbal TCM in colon cancer patients. All 
trials were published in Chinese, with only the English 
abstract available for evaluation (Table 8). Three 
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Table 6  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for hepatitis

Ref. Patients Treatment Control Outcome Remarks

Deng et al[108], 
2012

180 pat.; liver cir-
rhosis with HBV 

infection

90 pat.; Fuzheng Huayu 
tablet, 6 mo

90 pat.; placebo, 6 
mo

Anxiety, depression, social deficit 
improved; levels of cirrhosis, co-

agulation, splenomegaly improved
Wang et al[132], 
2012

60 pat.; chronic HBV 
infection

40 pat.;8 capsules 3 ×/d 
Xinganbao capsule, 6 mo

20 pat.; 5 tablets 3
×/d Heluo Shugan 

tablet, 6 mo

Lowered laboratory values, 
histological parameters in 21/40 

treatment patients
Mao et al[120], 
2012

288 pat.; HBeAg 
positive

125 pat.; 5_MU IFNα1b 
+ Yixuesheng capsules, 3 

mo

163 pat.; 5 MU 
IFNα1b

Significant better treatment at 3 
and 12 mo, not at 24 mo

22 patients lost in control 
group

Zhang et al[121], 
2012

164 pat.; HBeAg-
positive chronic HBV

Entecavir + Shenxian 
Yiganling, dose and dura-

tion missing

Entecavir, dose and 
duration not given

Unchanged: ALT, undetectable 
virus load; Conversion rate better 

in treatment group

Insufficient data presentation

Qiu et al[122], 
2012

240 pat.; HBeAg-
positive chronic 

hepatitis

10 mg/d adefovir dipiv-
oxil, duration and patient 

number not given

10 mg/d adefovir
dipivoxil + Baihua 
Xianglian Detoxifi-
cation recipe 2 ×/d, 
duration and patient 

number not given

In nearly all comparisons treatment 
group is better

Strange definition of treat-
ment and control group, 

unclear whether differences 
within a group or between 

groups were compared

Tang et al[123], 
2012

80 pat.; chronic HBV 
hepatitis

37 pat.; lamivudine + Fu 
Zheng Huayu capsules, 
6 mo; later lamivudine 

monotherapy indefinitely

43 pat.; lamivudine, 
indefinitely

No differences between groups 
for ALT, AST, virus load; better 

TGF-b1/BMP-7 ratio; pathology: 
treatment group better

Hu et al[124], 
2012

98 pat.; acute on 
chronic liver failure

66 pat.; “classic Western 
treatment” + high dose 

herbs, 12 wk

32 pat.; “classic 
Western treatment”, 

12 wk

Treatment improves survival, 
laboratory values improved

Herbs selected by personal 
preference, no randomization

Zhou et al[133], 
2011

84 pat.; chronic HBV 
hepatitis with cir-

rhosis

1 dose 2 ×/d Xiaozhang 
recipe; 12 mo

Fuzheng Huayu 
capsule, 5 pills, 3 ×

/d, 12 mo

No difference between groups Indirect comparison, unclear 
presentation of results

Deng et al[130], 
2011

24 pat.; chronic HCV 
infection

24 pat.; 2.5 g 3 ×/d Sho-
Sai So To; 12 mo

No control group Mixed effects on liver enzymes, 
histology, virus load

Cohort study

Tang et al[125], 
2010

57 pat.; chronic HBV, 
HBeAg positive

Entecavir + Yidu recipe, 
6 mo. Dose and patient 

number not given

Entecavir, 6 mo; 
dose and patient 

number not given

No difference in HBeAg conver-
sion, HBV-DNA values; improved 
ALT, AST, HBV-DNA, symptoms

7 dropouts, no distribution 
given; different data for HBV-

DNA; no percentages given
Li et al[126], 2010 60 pat.; severe chron-

ic HBV infection
30 pat.; “conventional 

integrative medicine” + 
Huchang Jiedu decoction 

enema 1/d; 3 wk

30 pat.; “conven-
tional integrative 
medicine”, 3 wk

Better values than control group 
for ALT, AST, bilirubin, globulines, 

endotoxin, prothrombin, choles-
terol, calcium

Liang et al[127], 
2010

104 pat.; chronic 
HBV hepatitis

54 pat.; routine therapy + 
Danqi Huogan capsule; 3 

mo; dose not given

50 pat.; “routine 
therapy”, 3 mo, 
dose not given

Improved symptoms and signs, 
decreased HK, blood viscosity, 

plasma viscosity, RBC aggregation

Unfamiliar parameters, no 
specific data given

Tang et al[109], 
2009

208 pat.; chronic 
viral hepatitis

116 pat.; Astragali
compound, 2 mo

92 pat.; “other drugs 
in regular clinical 

use”, 2 mo

Clinical efficiency, seroconversion 
better in treatment group

Unspecified controls, no 
percentages and SD

Chi et al[128], 
2009

405 pat.; chronic 
HBV infection

220 pat.; lamivudine + 
Chai Shao Liu Jun Tang, 

18 mo

185 pat.; lamivu-
dine, 18 mo

ALT, HBeAg, HBV-DNA suppres-
sion, mutation in treatment group 

better

Numbers don't add up

Xiao et al[110], 
2007

57 pat.; chronic HBV 
infection + cirrhosis

45 pat.; routine medica-
tion + Kang Gang Qian 
granule, dose and dura-

tion not given

12 pat.; “routine 
medication”, dose 
and duration not 

given

Treatment group better in liver 
function, laboratory and pathology 

parameters

Small control group

Wang[129], 2007 80 pat.; NASH 50 pat.; Yiqi Huoxue reci 
pe + polyene phosphati-

dylcholine capsules, 3 mo

30 pat.; polyene 
phosphatidylcho-

line capsules, 3 mo

Superior in syndrome, function, 
blood lipids, ultrasound

Randomized according to 
their visit; no values given

Yang et al[111], 
2006

115 pat.; HBeAg or 
HBV-DNA positive 

hepatitis

Fufang Huangqi granule 
+ lamivudine, 24 wk

Fufang Huangqi 
granule, 24 wk

TCM is superior to second (control) 
group

In results the group assign-
ment is unclear

Mollison et al[112], 
2006

97 pat.; chronic HCV 
hepatitis

61 pat.; CH100 herbal 
remedy, 24 wk; 24 wk 

follow-up

30 pat.; placebo 
for 24 wk, 24 wk 

follow-up

No difference on viral titer, liver 
enzymes

Reduced pain in CH100 
group, quality of life param-

eters similar
Chen et al[113], 
2006

90 pat.; HBV-DNA, 
HBsAg, HBeAg posi-

tive

49 pat.; Bu Shen Granule 
(BSG) + Marine Injection, 

1 yr

41 pat.; lamivudine, 
1 yr

Clinical parameters are signifi-
cantly better; reverse ratios are n.s.

The calculations appear to 
be skewed (42.6 to 61 - n.s.; 

42.6%-36.2% sign)
Liu et al[106], 
2005

216 pat.; chronic 
HBV infection with 

liver cirrhosis

110 pat.; 5 × 1.6 g 3 ×/d 
Fuzhenghuayu capsule, 
24 wk, 12 wk follow-up

106 pat.; 5 × 0.93 g 3
×/d Heluoshugan 
capsule, 24 wk, 12 

wk follow-up

No difference in fibrotic scores, 
suppresses inflammation, improves 

fibrosis “reverse rate”

Randomized, comparison of 2 
herbal TCM preparations
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studies[146-148] included colon carcinoma patients only, 
whereas Guo[149] evaluated intestinal cancers, and 
Li[150] evaluated patients with digestive tract cancers. 
In four studies[147-150], a herbal TCM preparation was 
added to standard chemotherapy; Zhou[146] treated 
colon cancer patients either with the proprietary Zhao 
Weitiao No 3 preparation alone or in combination with 
oxaliplatin + 5FU. All five studies found improvement 
in symptoms, whereas tumor size or recurrence was 
only described by Zhou[146] with smaller tumors in the 
chemotherapy group. Herbal TCM preparations are not 
effective against colon carcinoma; they may provide 
some symptomatic relief especially for symptom 
scores in the Chinese symptom score systems[147].

Hepatocellular carcinoma
A PubMed search using the key words TCM and 
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) retrieved 36 results, 
21 of which were judged relevant. One recent 
clinical study with Jinlong capsules containing herbal 
preparations plus snake parts was excluded[151]. The 
Cochrane library did not list a relevant review; ten 
trials are quoted in the Cochrane library, all of them 
already retrieved by the PubMed search. Two other 

studies[152,153] are included in Table 9; both studies 
investigated the use of Sho Saiko To, a herbal mixture 
with antitumor activity in vitro, to prevent HCC 
development in liver cirrhosis patients.

Recent trials investigated the palliative use[154-158], 
or the adjuvant use of herbal TCM preparations after 
curative treatment[152,159-163]; more than half of the 23 
studies used an add-on design with all patients treated 
with TACE[159,164-167], microwave ablation[152,160,161], or 
surgery[159,162], and the verum group additionally received 
herbal TCM preparations. There was no treatment in the 
control group in the study of Lin et al[167] and some older 
studies[152,168,169].

Besides Sho Saiko To, studied as a chemopre
ventive agent[152], only Ganji decoction was evaluated 
twice by Tian et al[164] and Wang et al[165]. Both studies 
used an identical design with four weeks courses of 
TACE plus Ganji decoction in the treatment group; 
Tian et al[164] reported a better tumor regression in 
the control group, but better survival in the treatment 
group, whereas Wang et al[165] published an improved 
longterm survival. Older studies reported significantly 
better outcome in the treatment groups, but 
clinical trials with larger cohorts and better design 
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Ye et al[131], 2005 120 pat.; HBV plus 
cirrhosis, 60 pat. 
compensated, 60 

decomp

60 pat.; decompensated: 
8, 16 or 24 mL Salvia injec-

tion, 60 d

60 pat.; compen-
sated:

8, 16, 24 mL Salvia 
injection, 60 d

Dose dependent improvement in 
all signs, symptoms and lab values 
Compensated cirrhosis > decom-

pensated

No exact data given

Yang et al[138], 
2003

60 pat.; hepatic fibro-
sis and jaundice

30 pat.; 654-2 30 pat.; routine 
treatment, 3 mo

Significant improvement in treat-
ment group in clinical and lab 

values

No specific data provided

injection, “Gan Xian Tui 
Huang recipe”, no dose, 3 

mo
Long et al[134], 
2004

120 pat.; chronic 
HBV

60 pat.; 100 mg/d matrine 
i.m., + conventional liver 

protection; 90 d

60 pat.; convention-
al liver protection: 
glucurone, inosine, 
Vit B compound, 

caryophyllene

Significant: symptoms and signs, 
liver function, serum conversion 

HBeAg, HBV-DNA

Unclear, whether within or 
in between group differences 

are reported

Jakkula et al[114], 
2004

45 pat.; chronic HCV 
infection, fatigue

10 g/d fixed comb of 10 
herbs; 12 wk

10 g/d placebo, 12 
wk

No difference for symptoms, labo-
ratory values, virus load

Zhang et al[115], 
2004

50 pat.; chronic HBV 
infection with cirrho-

sis

36 pat.; 2 ×/d Zhaoyang-
wan oral, 3 mo

14 pat.; 3 mU IFN 
i.m., 3/wk, 3 mo

No effect on serum enzymes, virus 
reduction, significant changes in 

lymphocyte subtypes, complement

Not blinded; IFN dose given 
incorrectly (3 MU)

Li et al[135], 2003 56 pat.; HBV infec-
tion, liver fibrosis

30 pat.; Da Ding Feng Zhu 
decoction, 3 mo; dose not 

given

26 pat.; colchicine, 3 
mo; dose not given

Effective for hyaluronic acid, pro-
collagen Ⅲ, collagen Ⅳ-C, laminin

Inappropriate control, no 
percentages given

Liu et al[116], 
2002

77 pat.; chronic HBV 
with fibrosis

30 pat.; 2 × 3 tabl./d, each 
30 mg salvianolic acid B + 
1 MU IFNa 1/d for 1 mo, 

then 3/wk; 6 mo

30 pat.; placebo, 6 
mo

Lower US score, claim of better 
reduction in fibrosis

17 pat. excluded; unclear ap-
plication, calculations cannot 

be reproduced

Chen et al[117], 
2000

94 pat.; HBsAg pos. 45 pat.; 400 mg kurori-
none i.m./d, 3 mo

49 pat.; 3 MU IFNα, 
1 mo 1/d, then 
3/wk for 2 mo

No significant difference (CR 31% 
treatment, 45% IFN)

Akbar et al[118], 
1998

20 pat.; Child A 
chronic hepatitis

9 pat.; 3 × 7.5 mg HpPro 
oral, 1 wk

11 pat.; mix of 
known drugs, 1 wk

Significant lower AST and ALT 
only at some time points

Crossover design, no control 
specified

Batey et al[119], 
1998

44 pat.; chronic HCV 20 pat.; 5 tbl. 3 ×/d 
CH-100, 6 mo

20 pat.; 5 tbl. 3 ×/d 
placebo, 6 mo

ALT improvement significant 4 dropouts; scant data presen-
tation

Hu et al[136], 
1996

116 pat.; CAH with 
bilirubinemia

60 pat.; Ganyan Ⅳ 56 pat.; Western 
medicine

Decreased jaundice, ALT No data given, only percent-
ages

ALT: Alanine aminotransferase; AST: Aspartate aminotransferase; CAH: Chronic active hepatitis; HBV: Hepatitis B virus; HCV: Hepatitis C virus; NASH: 
Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis; TCM: Traditional Chinese medicine; US: Ultrasound.
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Table 7  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for biliary diseases

cannot confirm anticarcinogenic effects of herbal 
TCM. Most studies describe symptomatic relief and 
improvement in the quality of life[154,161,165-167,170-172]. Herbal 
TCM preparations may improve some subjective 
symptoms[172-176]. This effect is seen with all 16 des-
cribed herbal TCM preparations as well as in the four 
studies using individual[166,170] or nonspecified herbal 
TCM preparations[162,173], so no active ingredient has 
yet been identified.

Dyspepsia
A PubMed search for herbal TCM and dyspepsia 
retrieved 25 clinical trials; the Cochrane database 
identified 18 clinical trials. Thirteen clinical trials and 
cohort studies are included in Table 10; twelve trials 
originated in China, and one in Japan. Seven studies 
randomized the participants[177-183], four studies used 
a placebo controlled design[178,180,184], or an untreated 

control group[185], and one study did not report on 
control patients[186]. Whereas only Xiao PiI was tested 
in three trials as herbal TCM preparation[177,181,183], 
domperidone was used as control drug in five 
studies[179,181,183,187,188], only Liu et al[177] tested against 
mosapride. In two trials, two different herbal TCM 
preparations were compared[182,189]. The diagnostic 
criteria for functional dyspepsia were not consistent; 
four trials used TCM scoring systems[178,180,182,189], 
two studies[179,188] considered anxiety or depression 
comorbidity, and Liu et al[177] and other article preferred 
gastric dyskinesia criteria. No study employed scores 
like the Glasgow dyspepsia severity score of modern 
medicine[190].

In accordance with the results of a Cochrane review 
of Xiaoyao San for dyspepsia[190,191], some herbal 
TCM preparations may provide benefit for functional 
dyspepsia patients. Xiao et al[179] showed superiority 
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Table 8  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for colon carcinoma

LKA: Lymphokine activated killer cells; OLF: Oxaliplatin, leucovorin, 5-fluorouracil; QoL: Quality of life.

Ref. Patients Treatment Control Outcome Remarks

Zhou et al[146], 
2009

163 pat.; colon carci-
noma, no information 

on stage

105 pat.; 40 mL/d Zhao's Weitiao 
No. 3, 30 d = 1 cycle, 4-6 cycles

58 pat.; 40 mL/d 
Zhao's Weitiao 

No. 3 + OLF 
protocol, cycles as 

treatment

For tumor mass, CEA control 
is better, for symptom and QoL 

treatment is better

Assignment according 
to patients wish; OLF: 

oxaliplatin, 5-FU + 
leucovorin. Conclusions 

incorrect
Liu et al[147], 
2005

64 pat.; colon carci-
noma postoperatively

43 pat.; chemotherapy + Jianpi 
Huoxue herbs, 3 mo, no dose 

given

21 pat.; chemo-
therapy, 3 mo

Remission 39.5% treatment, 33.3 
control; Pi deficiency treatment P 

< 0.01

Randomized study; 
effects only in Chinese 

symptoms
Guo[149], 1999 68 pat.; large intestinal 

cancer
38 pat.; chemotherapy + Fu Zheng 
Yiai decoction, no dose, duration

30 pat.; chemo-
therapy, no dose, 

duration

Physical strength, survival time, 
rate, recurrence sign better

No specific data given

Cao et al[148], 
1994

79 pat.; diverse ad-
vanced carcinoma incl. 

colon carcinoma

LAK/IL-2 + Lycium Barbarum 
polysaccharides; no dose, duration

LKA/IL-2 Response rate, remission, NK, 
LAK cell activity sign. better

4 dropouts. No specific 
data

Li[150], 1992 176 pat.; malignant tu-
mor of digestive tract

Chemotherapy + Shen Qi injec-
tion, no further details given

Chemotherapy, 
no further details 

given

No leukocyte decrease, improved 
cellular immunological function

No specific data given

Ref. Patients Treatment Control Outcome Remarks

Wu et al[142], 
2012

80 pat.; PBC 40 pat.; UDCA, Fuzheng 
Huayu capsule; no dose; 

48 wk

40 pat.; UDCA, no dose; 
48 wk

Significant: itching, fatigue, liver 
enzymes, IgG, IgM, antibodies, 

blood flow

Most parameters significant 
only at one of four time 

points
Tong et al[143], 
2012

60 pat.; PBC, histol-
ogy

30 pat.; UDCA, Tongdan 
decoction; no dose; 24 wk

30 pat.; UDCA, no dose; 
24 wk

IgM, IgG decreased after 2 yr, less 
inflammation after 3 yr

No percentages, no scoring 
system

Qi et al[144], 
2009

160 pat.; chronic 
cholecystitis

80 pat.; Dan An Tang, no 
dose, no duration

80 pat.; Xiao Yan Li Dan 
Pian, no dose, no duration

Tr.: total effective rate 95%, control 
80% significant

Dan An Tang: cholecystitis 
relieving; Xiao Yan bile 

draining
Jiang and 
He[145], 2003

16 pat.; PBC No pat. number; UDCA + 
“some Chinese herbs”, no 

duration, no dose

No pat. number; UDCA, 
no dose, no duration

No results that can be interpreted Conclusions not based on 
results. Clinical observation

Hu et al[136], 
1996

116 pat., CAH with 
bilirubinemia

60 pat.; Ganyan Ⅳ 56 pat.; Western medicine Decreased jaundice, ALT No actual data given, only 
percentages

Cui et al[141], 
1989

89 pat.; extrahepatic 
jaundice

No pat. number; Li Dan 
Ling; no dose, or duration

No pat. number; “control 
group”; no dose, or 

duration

Herbal TCM better for incomplete 
obstruction, worse for complete

No data presented

PBC: Primary biliary cholangitis; TCM: Traditional Chinese medicine; UDCA: Ursodeoxycholic acid.
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Table 9  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for primary hepatocellular carcinoma
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Ref. Patients Treatment Control Outcome Remarks

Huang et al[154], 2013 68 pat.; HCC, 
stage ⅢA, ⅢB, 
palliative treat-

ment

32 pat.; BST + Xiaoaiping inj., 
dose not given, 30 d

36 pat., BST RECIST, immune function, 
QoL Karnofsky scale: signifi-

cant for immune function, 
immediate therapeutic effect

China classification system. 
Kaplan-Meyer: First 20 wk no 

difference (-40%)

Zhai et al[159], 2013 379 pat.; HCC af-
ter hepatectomy

185 pat.; 50 mL/d Cinobufacini 
injection 10 d/mo, 12 mo + 4.5 

g bid Jie Du granule, 6 mo

190 pat.; TACE pira-
rubicin, mitomycin 

C, once

Herbal TCM prolongs time 
to recurrence (P = 0.048)

5 dropouts for ITT in verum, 
6 dropouts in control. After 14 

mo, no further difference
Zhao et al[160], 2012 60 pat.; HCC, 

after microwave 
ablation therapy

30 pat.; Fuzheng Yiliu recipe, 6 
mo, dose not given

30 pat.; additional 
treatment

Liver function, fibrosis, im-
mune function improved

Data given only for lymphocytes

Tian et al[164], 2010 97 pat.; primary 
HCC or CCC

49 pat.; TACE + Ganji Decoc-
tion; dose not given, 4 wk; 

multiple cycles

48 pat.; TACE with 
mitomycin C, THP, 

5-FU

Tumor regression in control 
better; survival better in test 

group

Intervention: no cytostatic 
agents in TACE. No Kaplan 

Meier shown
Yen et al[155], 2009 42 pat.; unresect-

able HCC
42 pat.; 750 mg capecitabine + 

PHY906
Dose escalation 

study
Improved survival to his-

torical control (?)
No histology

Saif et al[158], 2010
Wang et al[165], 2009 77 pat.; advanced 

HCC
40 pat.; TACE + Ganji recipe, 

dose not given, 4 wk (1 course)
37 pat.; TACE Survival not different at 3 

mo, thereafter different; QoL 
improved

Hou and Lu[166], 
2009

67 pat.; mid 
advanced HCC

35 pat.; TACE (gemcitabin, 
cisplatin) + TCM according to 

symptoms; 4 wk

32 pat.; TACE (gem-
citabin, cisplatin)

QoL, CT/MRT, immune 
system. No differences 

described

Ambiguous data presentation

Chen et al[170], 2007 82 pat.; HCC, 
after TACE

45 pat.; complex prescription 
of Chinese crude drugs, 4 wk

37 pat.; routine liver 
protection, 4 wk

Symptoms improved in 
therapy group

No differentiation of drugs

Wu et al[171], 2005 61 pat.; HCC 33 pat.; local DDP application 
(TACE?) + Xiaoshui decoction, 

2 mo

28 pat.; DDP appli-
cation (TACE?)

Ascites, QoL, survival, 
symptoms: all significant, 

except QoL

Unclear basic treatment (DDP)

Lao[174], 2005 122 pat.; HCC, 
after TACE

62 pat.; 150 mg/d matrine 
injection, 2 wk

60 pat.; “some other 
hepatinica”, 2 wk

Enzyme levels are increased, 
no clear group allocation

TACE not speci-fied; effects 
between groups not clearly 

described
Lin et al[172], 2005 72 pat.; HCC Ⅱ 

or Ⅲ; with histol-
ogy and micro-

wave coagulation

36 pat.; 20 mL Shenqi mixture, 
3 ×/wk, 1 mo

36 pat.; no additional 
treatment

Significant: cure rate, Kar-
nofsky score, lymphocytes, 

AFP, Chinese symptom 
score

Microwave treatment: 2 times 
60 W, 800 s 1/wk

Feng et al[161], 2005 80 pat.; HCC 
after TACE

20 pat.; dexamethasone + gin-
senosides, dose, duration not 

given

20 pat.; each dexa-
methasone, ginsen-

osides or placebo; no 
dose, no duration

Treatment lowered nausea, 
vomiting, fever, pain, bone 

marrow inhibition

TACE not specified; no num-
bers given

Lin et al[167], 2005 85 pat.; middle 
advanced HCC

52 pat.; TACE with HCPT, + 
Shentao Ruangan pill

33 pat.; TACE with 
HCPT

No difference: tumor size; 
significant: survival, Chinese 

symptom score

HCPT: hydroxy- camptothecine

Zhang et al[175], 
2004

65 pat.; ad vanced 
HCC

32 pat.; regular protective 
therapy + Jia Wei Si Jun Zi 
Tang; no dose or duration

33 pat.; regular 
protective therapy; 
no dose or duration

Sigificant improvement in 
treatment group; “superior 

in curative effect”

ICGR15: indocyanine green 
retention 15 min; intervention 
treatment mentioned, but not 

described
Chen et al[156], 2003 100 pat.; moder-

ate and advanced 
HCC

50 pat.; Cino bufacini injection, 
no further information

50 pat.; no further 
information

Every parameter improved 
in Cinobufacini injection 

group

No individual parameter 
reported

Shao et al[176], 2001 60 pat.; middle 
advanced 

liver cancer; after 
TACE

30 pat.; Gan'ai No. Ⅰ and No. 
Ⅱ, no dose or duration given

30 pat.; no further 
details

Improved survival, recur-
rence rate, tumor shrinking, 

AFP, leukocytes

No treatment details

Xu et al[173], 2001 120 pat.; HCC, 
after resection

61 pat.; herbal TCM for Chi-
nese symptoms, no type, dose, 

duration

59 pat.; no further 
treatment

ALT, AST, albumin, γ-GT, 
bilirubin improved

Unclear whether within or 
between group differences 

were reported
Wang[162], 1998 108 pat.; HCC 

embolism chemo-
therapy

40 pat.; each herbal TCM 
preparations, no type duration, 

dose

40 pat.; no further 
treatment

Survival rate, short term 
effects significant

No specific data, no treatment 
details

Zheng et al[163], 
1998

106 pat.; HCC 56 pat.; embolization with 
Bletilla striata angioembolus, 

follow-up 4 yr

50 pat.; emboliza-
tion with Gelfoam, 

follow-up 4 yr

All clinical parameters better 
than in control

Han et al[169], 1997 HCC with 
radiotherapy, 

no further data 
available

Xuefu Zhuyu decoction, no 
details on pat. number, dose, 

duration

No treatment Survival significantly 
improved, metastasis not 

improved

“showed coordinate effect 
with radiotherapy”

Peng et al[157], 1993 Late stage HCC 4–8 mL Salvia miltiorrhizae 
composita; no pat. number 

given

No treatment de-
scription given

Sign. difference between 
groups

No description of treatment 
and results
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Table 10  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for dyspepsia
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Oka et al[152], 1995 260 pat.; HCC in 
cirrhosis

130 pat.; conventional drugs + 
7.5 g/d Sho Saiko To (TJ-9), 5 

yr

130 pat.; no treat-
ment

Survival prolonged (n.s., P = 
0.053), for HBs-negative pat. 

significant

Randomized, prospective, not 
blinded

Yamamoto et al[153], 
1989

260 pat.; HCC 
in cirrhosis, 

matched pairs

130 pat.; 7.5 g/d of Sho Saiko 
To, 34 mo

130 pat.; conven-
tional medicine, 34 

mo

Sign. lower incidence of 
HCC (9 vs 17)

BST: Best supportive treatment; CCC: Cholangiolarcellular carcinoma; HCPT: Hydroxycamptothecine; HCC: Hepatocellular carcinoma; QoL: Quality of 
life; RECIST: Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors; TACE: Transarterial chemoembolization; THP: Tetrahydropyranyladriamycine.

Ref. Patients Treatment Control Outcome Remarks

Liu et al[177], 
2013

180 pat.; functional 
dyspepsia (FD), as 

postprandial distress 
syndrome

90 pat.; Xiao Pi-Ⅱ, 100 mL, 3
×/d, 2 wk

90 pat.; 5 mg mo-
sapride 3 ×/d, 2 wk

3D-ultrasound, question-
naire: bloating, eructation, 

gastric liquid emptying 
rate fullness P < 0.05

Not blinded, gastric emptying by 
3D-ultrasound, randomized

Zhang et al[178], 
2013

162 pat; FD with 
spleen deficiency and 

qi stagnation

108 pat.; gastrosis No.1 com-
pound, no dose; 4 wk, 4 wk 

follow-up

54 pat.; placebo, no 
dose, 4 wk

Symptomatic improve-
ment (P < 0.01)

No scores given; randomized

Xiao and Li[179], 
2013

89 pat.; FD + anxiety 
or depression

23 pat.; modified Banxia 
Houpo decoction (MBHD); 

no dose given; 4 wk

22 pat.; domperi-
done, no dose; 22 

pat., St. John’s Wort, 
no dose; 4 wk each

Domperidon + St. John’
s Wort most effective, 

domperidone ineffective. 
Few significant differences 
(MBHD vs domperidone)

HAMA, HAMD, FD symptom 
scoring system, randomized

Zhang et al[181], 
2013

160 pat.; FD + spleen 
deficiency and qi stag-

nation

106 pat.; Liu Jun Zi decoction 
in 2 × 150 mL water; 4 wk, 4 

wk follow-up

54 pat.; placebo in 
2 × 150 mL water; 4 
wk, 4 wk follow-up

Dyspepsia symptom 
score, barium emptying 

markers; TCM group P < 
0.01

7 dropouts (5 verum, 2 placebo). 
Careful conclusions, appropriate, 

randomized

Li et al[187], 2013 134 pat.; FD 66 pat.; Xiaopi-I, no dose 
given, 4 wk

68 pat.; 10 mg 3 ×/d 
domperidone; 4 wk

Not visible whether there 
were differences between 

groups

6 dropout verum, 8 dropout 
domperidone, randomized

Fan et al[180], 
2012

170 pat.; FD Unknown number; indi-
vidual therapy by Chinese 

medical syndrome ty- ping; 
no dose, 4 wk

34 pat.; domperidone 
or esomeprazole, no 

dose, 4 wk?

Symptom score, healing 
rate, effectivity, SF-36 

score, physical and mental 
component summary: n.s.

16 drop outs in verum, 4 drop 
outs in control. Conclusions are 

not supported

Wu et al[182], 
2011

163 pat.; FD + spleen 
deficiency and qi stag-

nation, Rome Ⅱ

83 pat.; IFC-A pills, 6 g/tid, 4 
wk

80 pat.; IFC-S, 6 
g/tid, 4 wk

IFC-A better than IFC-S 
on symptom scale (authors 

scale)

Randomized, double blind. 3 
drop outs. Drug difference Citrus 

aurantis vs Camellia sinensis
Xia et al[183], 
2008

63 pat.; FD 33 pat.; Hewei Xiaopi cap-
sule, dose not given, for 4 wk

30 pat.; domperi-
done, dose not given, 

4 wk

Clinical symptoms-n.s.; 
EGG: less waves in treated 
group, 41.9 ± 18.2 vs 50.9 ± 

16.0

Clinical symp-toms, electrogas-
trogram randomized

Gao et al[186], 
2007

32 pat.; FD, dyskinesia Qingre Liqi granule; no dose 
given, 6 d

No control group All parameters improved, 
correlation between 

gastric emptying time and 
symptoms

Cohort study

Zhao and 
Gan[188], 2005

73 pat.; FD + depres-
sion, anxiety

Unknown number, Xinwei 
decoction,unknown dose, 8 

wk

Unknown number, 
domperidone or 

placebo, unknown 
dose, 8 wk

Symptom score, total 
effectivity in TCM sign. 

better than domperidone, 
this better than placebo

Curing rate in TCM 70%

Ge et al[189], 
2002

100 pat.; functional 
dyspepsia, TCM 

symptom

50 pat.; Jian Weishu capsules, 
decocted separately

50 pat.; Jian Weishu 
capsules, decocted 

together

No difference in effects Claims effectiveness of the herbal 
TCM preparation

Gu et al[185], 
1998

64 pat.; FD 20 pat.; 3 × 100 mL/d Wei-
huigui decoction; 14 d

44 pat.; no treatment Improves clinical symp-
toms, gastric emptying 

time, no data
Tatsuta and 
Ishii[184], 1993

42 pat.; chronic idiopathic 
dyspepsia

22 pat.; Liu Jun Zi Tang
(TJ-43) 2.5 g 3 ×/d; 7 d

20 pat.; placebo, no 
dose given, 7 d

No change in pain, sign 
for fullness, heartburn, 

belching and nausea

Gastric emptying by acetamino-
phen serum conc. No changes in 

pain at all. Randomized

EGG: Electrogastrogram; FD: Functional dyspepsia; HAMA: Hamilton anxiety scale; HAMD: Hamilton depression scale; MBHD: Modified Banxia Houpo 
decoction; SF36: Short Form 36 life scale questionnaire.
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Table 11  Clinical trials with herbal traditional Chinese medicine preparations for irritable bowel syndrome
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Ref. Patients Treatment Control Outcome Remarks

Su et al[200], 2013 240 pat.; IBS-D, Rome 
Ⅲ criteria

120 pat.; modified Sishen Wan, 
dose not given, 4 wk

120 pat.; Chao Maiya, 
dose not given, 4 wk

Significant better in treatment 
group for effective rate, cure 

rate, recurrence

Randomized; 4 drop-
outs in therapy, 12 

dropouts in placebo; 
cure rate defined as 
lack of symptoms

Bian et al[202], 
2013

120 pat.; IBS-C, Rome 
Ⅲ

60 pat.; 7.5 g bid Ma Zi Ren 
Wan,18 wk

60 pat.; placebo, 18 wk After 10 wk good effect, de-
clining afterwards

Randomized, blind-
ed; well conducted 

study
Huang et al[210], 
2011

90 pat.; lBS-C, long 
term care

45 pat.; 1.5 (mild), 3 (moderate) 
or 4.5 g/d (severe) CCH1 pow-

der, 8 wk. 27 remaining at 12 wk

45 pat.; placebo (no de-
tails), 8 w. 31 remain-

ing after 12 wk

After 4 and 8 wk: increased 
bowel movement, reduced en-
ema use, rescue laxative. After 

12 wk: only reduced rescue 
laxative

Randomized, double 
blind, placebo con-
trolled. 12 dropout 
CCH1, 11 dropouts 

placebo; 9 with-
drawals

Cheng et al[203], 
2011

120 pat.; IBS-C, exces-
sive constipation by 
Rome Ⅲ and TCM

60 pat.; Hemp Seed pill 7.5 
g/bid, 8 wk, follow-up 8 wk

60 pat.; placebo 
(Dextrin, tea essence, 
gardenin, caramel)

During treatment sign im-
provement, after follow-up n.s.

Randomized, double 
blind. 7-10 dropouts.

Gao et al[207], 2010 80 pat.; IBS-D 40 pat.; Jianpi Tiaogan Wen 
Shen recipe, dose not given, 4 

wk

40 pat.; pinaverium 
bromide, dose not 

given, 4 wk

No difference in effective rate, 
cure rate; less mucus, better 

long term of verum (P < 0.01)

3 dropouts in verum, 
4 dropouts in control

Zhang et al[197], 
2010

360 pat.; IBS-D 180 pat.(?); Chinese medicine-
syndrome differentiation 

therapy, dose not given, 4 wk

180 pat. (?); pinave-
rium bromide, dose 

not given, 4 wk

TCM significantly superior No information on 
dropout, dose, symp-

tom scores
Jia et al[204], 2010 132 pat.; constipation 

with conventional and 
TCM criteria

44 pat.; 70 mg tid Yun Chang 
capsule, 2 wk

44 pat.; placebo tid 2 
wk

Symptom score improvement 
in both YCC groups, no dose 

difference

11 dropouts; well 
designed study

Zhang[212], 2009 80 pat.; functional 
constipation

43 pat.; 105 mg tid YCC
40 pat.; 5 g/d compound 

plantain-senna

40 pat.; 5 g/d starch 
placebo, 2 wk

Stool frequency and property, 
clinical symptom scores, tran-

sit time sign. improved
Pan et al[195], 2009 120 pat.; IBS-D Rome 

Ⅲ
Granule, 2 wk

80 pat.; 2 pkg/d Tongxie Yao-
fang granules, 4 wk

40 pat.; 3 × 2 tbl/d 
Miyarisam, 4 wk

No difference in symptoms; 
sign. increase in mast cell 

activation (6 pat. per group)

Miyarisam is de-
scribed as placebo; 3 
dropouts in interven-

tion group
Gao et al[205], 2009 104 pat.; IBS-D 78 pat.; 4 caps. tid Changjishu 26 pat.; 3 caps. tid 

glutamine compound 
enteric capsule, 3 wk

All clinical scores sign. im-
proved

Wu and 
Zhang[198], 2008

125 pat.; IBS-D Soft elastic capsule, 3 wk
2 groups:

pinaverium 50 mg, 
oryzanol 10 mg, and 
bifid triple viable 420 

mg, 3/d, 4 wk

SF 36: in 6 of 8 scores TCM 
superior 

Lv and Wang[201], 
2008

58 pat.; IBS-C TCM therapy not specified, 
TCM selected patented herbs, 
dose and number not given; 4 

wk
30 pat.; Tongyouqing, no dose 

given, 4 wk

28 pat.; 6 mg qid tegas-
erod maleate; 4 wk

Symptom score better in treat-
ment group

Scant data

Wang et al[214], 
2007

216 children; with 
constipation

105 pat.; 20 g/d Forlax, 2 wk 111 pat.; 15 mL/d 
lactulose, 2 wk

Significant: bowel movement, 
stool consistency, complete 

clinical remission, abdominal 
pain

Zhang et al[206], 
2007

198 pat.; IBS 66 pat.; 1.2 g tid Dinggui oil, 2 
wk;

66 pat.; 5 g tid placebo, 
2 wk

High dose is effective (54% 
effective), low dose 28.8%, 

placebo 21.9%

Randomized double 
blind, placebo con-

trolled
Wang et al[209], 
2006

60 pat.; IBS-D, Rome Ⅱ 66 pat. 0.8 g tid Dinggui oil, 2 
wk

30 pat.; 3 × 5 g/d Tong Xiening 
granule, 3 wk

30 pat.; 3 × 5 g/d 
placebo, 3 wk

NPIS scale: improvement in 
some pain parameters

Randomized, double 
blind, well controlled 

study

Leung et al[196], 
2006

119 pat.; IBS-D, Rome 
Ⅱ, + TCM criteria

60 pat.; Tong Xie Yao Fang, no 
dose; 8 wk; 8 wk follow-up

59 pat.; placebo, no 
dose; 8 wk, 8 wk 

follow-up

Significant improvement in 
bowel frequency, initial pain 
relief; other parameters (BSS, 

SF36) n.s.

14 (verum) 10 
dropouts; random-
ized, blinded, well 

conducted
Yu et al[216], 2005 47 pat.; IBS-C, Rome 

criteria
45 pat.; IBS-D

24 pat.; 2 × 100 mL/d modified 
Sinisan, 8 wk

No number; compound Changji-
tai; no dose, no duration

23 pat.; 3 × 10 mg 
cisapride tabl., 8 wk

No number; pinaveri-
um bromide, no dose, 

no duration

Symptom score, rectal toler-
ance vol. sign. improved

Defecation episodes, stool 
quality, tenesms, distension 

sign. better (83% > 73%)

Cisapride as control 
improves gastric 

emptying
Statistics not repro-

ducible

Shen et al[208], 
2003
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of St. John’s Wort extract over modified Banxia 
Hupo decoction in dyspepsia patients with anxiety or 
depression; other publications reported improvement 
in all scores and symptoms, measured without 
adequate data presentation[189].

IBS
Besides dyspepsia, IBS is a diagnosis of exclusion with 
abdominal pain rather than eructation. IBS is clinically 
subdivided with diarrhea or constipation as symptoms; 
therefore, PubMed and Cochrane libraries were 
searched for IBS with both diarrhea and constipation. 
For herbal TCM and constipation, three Cochrane 
reviews are identified, with Liu et al[192] analyzing 
clinical trials of constipation and herbal medicines in 
general. Additionally, 33 clinical trials are included in 
the database. A PubMed search with IBS and herbal 
TCM identified 20 publications, with eleven relevant 
publications. Searching for constipation identified 51 
publications; eight of them were judged relevant (Table 
11). All relevant clinical trials for IBS and herbal TCM 
were found both in PubMed and Cochrane database 
searches. Bensoussan et al[193,194] studied Chinese 
patients in Sydney; whereas all other trials were 
performed in China, mostly in TCM hospitals.

Except Tong Xie Yao Fang which was used in two 
trials[195,196], no herbal TCM preparation was studied 
more than once. Three trials[193,197,198] did not specify 
the type of herbal TCM preparation used. IBS  like 
dyspepsia  is a diagnosis of exclusion; for classification 
ROME criteria of Western medicine[199] can be used; 
this has been confirmed for nine studies[193,195,196,200-204]; 
also in nine trials, TCM symptom definitions have 
been used as inclusion criteria[193,196,198,200,203-206]. Most 
studies were reported as randomized (15/19 studies) 
and blinded (11/19 studies). Whereas 7/8 studies 
in IBS constipation type were placebo controlled, 
pinaverium[197,198,207,208], Chao Maiya[200], Miyarisam[195], 
and glutamine compound[205] were used as control 
treatment in IBS with diarrhea. Liu[192] could not 
identify valid evidence for herbal TCM preparations 
being effective in constipated IBS patients. Most 
studies found some symptomatic improvement during 
the treatment period[195,196,203,204,206,207,209,210], including 
the Australian study[193,194,211]. However, since this 
effect was seen with all preparations, especially in 
older studies[212-216], it may be speculated that this 
improvement is not due to specific herbal preparations 
but mediated by nonspecific factors.

CONCLUsION
The use of herbal TCM to treat various diseases has an 
interesting philosophical basis with a long history, but 
its negative benefit/risk profile has raised objections 
about its efficiency. This also has been confirmed 
for gastrointestinal disorders in the present review, 
even when analyzing all published clinical trials, since 
placebo controlled, randomized, double blinded trials 
are lacking for nearly all preparations and indications. 
The quality of these studies overall is poor and does 
not allow a recommendation for its general use in 
gastrointestinal diseases. Future clinical studies should 
adhere to accepted standards of placebo controlled, 
randomized, double-blind clinical trials, also considering 
issues of herbal product quality and standard criteria of 
diagnoses and treatment endpoints. A modern herbal 
TCM should meet these requirements of modern 
medicine and bridge the gap between these two 
medicinal cultures.
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